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        Jacotte Chollet 
                    Multidimensional m

Jacotte Chollet crée 
des «musiques mul-
tidimensionnelles». 
On pourrait croire 
que ses sonorités 
vous emportent 
dans les espaces 
intersidéraux. 
En fait, il n’en est 
rien. Elles invitent 
chacun à une plongée 
au plus profond de 
lui-même, à la source 
de l’être, mais 
peut-être n’est-ce 
pas si diff érent ? 

Jacotte Chollet creates 
« MULTIDIMENSIONAL    

   MUSIC ». 
From its title you 
might believe that her 
sounds would carry 
you into interstellar 
spaces. But rather, they 
invite us to dive into 
the heart of our self, 
the very core of our 
being; but perhaps 
these spaces are one 
and the same. 

SP : You organize workshops all over the 
world and you have widely experimented 
with the effects of sounds. Do you prefer 
to be called a musician or a therapist ? 

SP : did your family environment predis-
pose you to music ? 

SP : How did you go back to music ?

JC :  The word «therapist» seems a bit restrictive 
to me because it perpetuates the « sick/healthy » 
duality.  The therapeutic part is only one aspect 
of my work. I would rather be called a « Holistic 
Music composer ». Holistic means addressing 
the whole, restoring unity and integrity of the 
whole and my multidimensional music is such a 
tool aiming for this result. In fact, the vibratory 
frequencies I create in a state of expanded 
consciousness, energy flow and inner presence 
trigger a specific resonance allowing the listener 
to harmoniously “recalibrate” his or her own 
multidimensional SELF and access his original 
creative potential. The coherent vibration of this 
music induces different effects with different 
people as it connects the listener not only with 
what he is aware of but also with the subcons-
cious part of his being. Some people will benefit 
from a therapeutic effect of the music while 
others will experience enhancement of their 
creative, intuitive and subtle capacities. In fact, 
due to the strong “resonance” induced by 
multidimensional music, everyone gets an effect 
in accordance with his deep personal needs in 
that moment. It is important to understand that 
the listener may not be aware of his own real 
needs as most of them are buried in the subcons-
cious dimension of one’s being. 
After a number of “deep listening sessions”, the 
listener is progressively set free from energy 
blockages and traumatic memories accumula-
ted from the past and restored energy flow 
induces healing and harmony in the multidi-
mensional self. 

JC : Of course not !  In fact, the source of my 
research was a crucial question I was eager to 
answer to: «Who am I?”  Who am I really apart 
from what I already know about myself? 
I felt irresistibly attracted by life’s mystery and I 
had the intuition there was more to be discove-
red in the unknown part of myself, in invisible 
realms.  

My desire was to cross this threshold and find 
out what these invisible realms were made of. 
The answer to this question was revealed to me 
several years later in the form of an amazing 
sonic tool : music inducing self-conscious 
resonance in the multiple dimensions of the 
body mind. 

JC : My path does not look simple at first sight, 
but one day I became fully aware and I was 
shocked, in fact, to see how clear it was!
Everything I have been doing, experiencing and 
learning - although it seems a long way from 
creating music - did carefully prepare me for it 
with an incredible precision. When I was a 
teenager, I became fascinated by the power and 
mystery of light and I started taking photos. 
Later on, I was a reportage photographer before 
becoming a filmmaker at French national 
television. 

J.C. :  My father was a music lover, he himself 
played the piano and my grandmother, uncle 
and cousins were all, in one way or another, 
musical. Since my early days I was literally 
immersed in this musical environment. It seems 
to me that I had assimilated music in such a total 
and natural way that I was not really aware it was 
something special. Besides, since I was living in a 
small village and I was an only child with a 
working mother, I was more than often free to 
explore my surroundings on my own - and 
especially nature. Nature was a second mother 
to me and I would spend long hours listening to 
nature sounds and feeling protected. At the age 
of 6, my father arranged piano lessons for me. 
No doubt I proved to be a gifted pupil and had 
a “good ear”, but I preferred rather to play 
around in my music teacher’s garden than study 
musical theory! Every Sunday, my grandmother 
expected me to demonstrate my musical 
progress and I soon began to loathe these 
compulsory exercises! So, after playing the piano 
for a few years, I decided to stop music lessons 
altogether and had to confront my father who 
never quite forgave me for that! 

SP :  Is it necessary to be  « sick » to benefit 
from your music ? 
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Music

 

 

Par Marie-Hélène Courtat 

CD INVISIBLE PRESENCE

CD RENAISSANCE

CD UNITE

INVISIBLE PRESENCE is a powerful 
invitation to reconnect with one’s source 
of light and the cosmic roots of our being. 

�is is a powerful tool 
favouring integrity restoration.

RENAISSANCE is especially designed 
to �ee our being  �om emotional 

blockings and release painful memories. 
�is CD has a high potential for 

self-healing and quick transformation. 
It is one of the most popular

CD of our collection. 

UNITÉ allows for UNIFICATION 
of the �agmented self and liberation 

�om deep traumatic memories.  
CD1 works on a subtle emotional level 

and CD2 works deep in the body
on a cellular level. 

�is CD is especially recommended 
to therapists but can be used 

by individuals too.

You press the shutter! You take a picture! But 
how does it work? 
The speed of light is too fast to understand 
what is really happening in 1/100th or 
1/1000th of a second, so I became frustrated 
with these technicalities.
At the same time, I was really curious about 
other cultures and I had a strong desire to 
discover other ways of life beyond the boun-
daries of my own culture. At eighteen years 
of age, I went on my own to Israel and 
worked on a kibbutz. 
The experiences I had during this first 
journey transformed me and proved to be 
key openers in my life. 

In fact, I always knew I was an explorer and I 
was able to experience feeling ‘at home’ 
anywhere in the world even when I was 
thousands of miles away from my village! 
During my studies in English at Grenoble 
University, a new humanistic science appeared: 
Linguistics. This new field of investigation 
immediately attracted me and I studied 
morphology, phonology, syntax and phonetics. 
I was supposed to differentiate the sonic forms 
and pitches of the phonemes composing the 
different languages of the world. It was an 
intense training for my ears and I became aware 
of the sonic structures of language. 
Of course, at the time I had absolutely no idea 
that I was specifically preparing for my future 
work as a sound producer and musician. I was 
simply obeying my intuition and following my 
inclinations. 

Moreover, I must add that I always was very 
sensitive to vibrations. When I was a child, 
there was a train that would cross the forest 
very close to my village and quite often, in 
summer time, the forest caught fire because 
of the heat and sparks sent out by the train. 
At night, I would wake up and cry out “fire! 
Fire!” long before you could hear the fire 
engine horn. I was also very sensitive to 
different fields of vibration and I would feel 
quite uncomfortable in some places even 
though nobody else would notice how 
destructive the field was! We have to remem-
ber that, in that time, practically nobody was 
aware of the existence of energy fields!

One day a dramatic event changed the course of 
my life: my beloved mother unexpected and 
sudden death. We were very close and it was a 
terrible shock for me! 
During the following months, I had the feeling 
that my mother was still alive in some way and 
I would feel her presence by my side or even 
inside myself. 
From that moment an impressive series of 
synchronistic events unfolded and I underwent 
an intense period of inner transformation over 4 
or 5 years, until, one day, a little voice rose in me 
and said: « What about doing something special 
with music?” I was more than surprised by the 
content of this message! And then, the real 
meaning of a strange experience I had had 6 
months prior to my mother’s death became 
suddenly clear and obvious to me. No doubt it 
was indeed prophetic and initiatory!

"My dream is that my music can be used as an 
educational tool for people in the wide sense of 
the term, a short cut  to widen their perspectives 
and let them become more creative and more self 

aware of who they are in the here and now "
Jacotte Chollet
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Karlheinz Stockhausen a 
composé "Song of the Chil-
dren", en 1956. C'était une 
des premières œuvres qui 
incluaient la spatialisation 
comme éléments de compo-
sition.  La version originale 
a utilisé cinq haut-parleurs,
 placés dans l’espace pour 
entourer l’auditoire. 

Stockhausen in Cologne, in 1958.

It all happened in a Tibetan monastery, in Nepal while we 
were shooting a documentary film about the  «Tibetan 
book of the dead ». When the monks started to play their 
instruments: conch, SHELLS, cymbals and horns,                 
I suddenly felt dizzy and strangely lifted out of my body.       
I felt as if a gaping hole had formed at the back of my head 
and a powerful energy was attracting me outwards, at a 
bewildering speed, into unknown dimensions! 
I was desperately struggling to keep connected with my 
body and the ground beneath me and I managed to remain 
suspended between heaven and earth until the music 
finally stopped! This was my first encounter with a kind of 
music that was more powerful than my own will.  Only 
several years later did I clearly understand that this strong 
vibratory experience with sacred Tibetan music had been a 
catalyst for me and had laid the foundation of my future 
field of investigation and creation.

JC : Yes, it was the inner journey mode. Our intuition 
whispers to our ears messages that do not make sense to our 
intellect!  It isn’t that easy to keep a balance between these 
two different modes not speaking the same language and 
issued from our right and left cerebral hemispheres! The 
strangest message I received from my right hemisphere 
literally was what I had to do was to “ spiritualize sound”! 
Of course I had absolutely no idea of what process would 
induce such transformation, but at the same time, I could 
not question the strong field of energy accompanying this 
message and there was absolutely no questioning the reality 
of what I felt!  No doubt, “having faith” means to let go of 
control and be driven by something beyond our reach. 
Approximately in the same period, sound synthesizers 
became available and I sensed this was another synchronis-
tic sign for me and decided to buy one. 

JC : with a sound synthesizer, you access to a much 
wider range of sounds than with any other musical 
instrument. 
When one is subjected to new frequency levels, one can 
access new pieces of information that were previously in 
a “silent”, « subconscious » status prior to being brought 
into awareness. When I purchased this instrument,            
I didn’t know at the time all that I’m telling you, now, 
about vibrations and their power, but somewhere,             
I intuitively already knew it.
Finally, one day I entered a music store in Paris and 
asked to  play with a sound synthesizer. It turned out to 
be  another decisive experience!
Wearing headphones on my ears, I began looking for 
sonic frequencies that attracted me from the data bank. 
Then, I closed my eyes and started to let my hands 
activate the keyboard and, soon, I was literally transpor-
ted into a completely new level of expanded 
consciousness: a state of total unity and love, a state in 
which I felt I was at the very heart of “the whole”. 
When the sales assistant tapped my shoulder to ask me 
how I liked the instrument, I felt like I was being drawn 
back from a place light years away from the shop I was in 
and yet as if only one minute had elapsed !

These prominent researchers passed on to me their enthu-
siasm; and their insights about the future made me aware that 
now it was time for me to become, in my turn, “a vector” of 
cosmic energy.

JC : The shock wave induced by my mother death 
continued to propel me forward. Through a series of 
synchronicities, I have been literally driven to meet  and 
interview a number of “avant-garde” scientists such as 
Fritjof CAPRA in Berkeley University who had just written 
the book «The Tao of Physics», Karl PRIBRAM a neuro-
surgeon in Stanford university who was studying the 
holographic nature of reality: the "world of frequency",         
a very unique order in which the whole is enfolded in each 
of its parts». Stan GROF in Esalen Institute was exploring 
exceptional states of consciousness. I never forget what he 
said to me during the interview: «The human spirit in a 
state of creativity far transcends all that could be explained 
by the specific context of the person, by one’s education or 
intimate story, as if it was dealing with a divine source ».
Later on, the German composer Karl Heinz STOC-
KHAUSEN who is considered as the father of electronic 
music gave me a final piece of information that proved to 
be crucial for my future creation. His way of creating music 
was unique! He used to say that he was receiving his music 
from the cosmos during his dreams, at night! 
He also postulated that talented people inherit their gifts as 
the result of accomplishing much work over several 
previous lifetimes. In 1980 this kind of assertion was just 
outrageous! Indeed it was while interviewing him that           
I really highlighted the major role played by sound in 
regulating our magnetic field and body energy. 

SP : Where you influenced by certain people who 
marked your path ? 

SP : your approach is interesting because it is repre-
sentative of the human being’s search of a life mission?

SP : What was a sound synthesizer specifically 
bringing in terms of new possibilities? 

Karlheinz Stockhausen 
composed "Song of the 
Children" in 1956. 

It was one of the first works  
including sound spatialization 
as an element of the 
composition. 

In its original version, the 
audience was surrounded by 
five speakers.
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Avec SKY DANCING, débarrassés 
de la pesanteur et de nos attaches 

à la souffrance, nous pouvons nous 
envoler vers la transcendance et 

danser tout au sommet de la pyra-
mide. C’est là une vraie naissance 

à la co-création consciente. 

Ces 3 CD sont des outils pour nous 
aider à transcender nos limites.
Ce sont des portails d'ouverture.

 SILENT LIGHT offre la puri� cation 
& le recueillement dans la paix 

originelle, à la lueur silencieuse de 
notre âme en� n reconnue... De cette 
pure lumière émergent les in� nies 

capacités de notre être multidimen-
sionnel qui nous sont restituées.

CRÉATION : Pour parachever le 
travail de réharmonisation profonde 
et accéder aux sources créatrices de 

notre être cosmique dans ses 
myriades de formes.

Il est un pont jeté entre 
physique, énergétique & 
dimensions plus subtiles. 

Il ouvre à une dimension beaucoup 
plus subtile de créativité pure. 

DEUXIÈME COLLECTION

JC :  Exactly. In the beginning, while I was 
playing, certain frequencies were resonating 
deep into my body.  It was as if I myself was 
becoming a musical instrument in need of 
being harmonised! When certain frequencies 
would trigger my energy blockages I would 
feel pain, but I couldn't stop playing because

SP : So you started experiencing what        
« spiritualizing sounds » actually meant ? 

I bought the instrument and I went back 
home in high excitement. As soon as arrived, I 
swithed on the synth. I couldn’t wait to share 
this experience with my husband!  But to my 
surprise, the instrument was producing only 
trivial, soulless sounds! This proved to be my 
first “inner music lesson”:  The expanded state 
of consciousness I had reached in the music 
store had been accessible because I had played 
with my heart without wanting to demons-
trate and now my ego had taken control in 
order to prove to my husband I had been right 
in buying a synthesizer!

JC : My memorable experience in the music 
store was so exhilarating that I was eager to 
renew the experience. Yet, I wanted to  feel sure 
that it was the right path for me. The implica-
tions of this choice would imply that I would 
have to leave the world of films and television 
and the 15 - year artistic partnership with my 
husband ! I decided to spend a fortnight on my 
own in the mountains to get very clear about 
my choice. In the morning I used to go skiing 
and in the evening I would explore the 
frequency ranges on my synthesizer. One day, 
as I was skiing, something  really strange 
happened to me. All of a sudden, magnificent 
symphonic  music was unfolding in the air and 
I could hear it out loud. I was puzzled and I 
looked around in order to find the physical 
source of this music. I was alone on a deserted 
slope in the forest with absolutely nobody 
around, no cabin, nothing! Only when the 
music stopped could I recognise the unpleasant 
squeak of a ski lift pulley! Suddenly I was aware 
that my brain has combined the harmonics of 
this sound into a symphony...  I was amazed! 
My brain was in the course of becoming a 
composer of Music! A few days later, the movie 
“Amadeus” was released in the village where I 
was staying. When I entered the cinema, the 
film had already started and on the screen, the 
composer Salieri was imploring on his knees 
God to choose him instead of Mozart as the 
repository of his music!  A strong flash of 
emotion overwhelmed me, so powerful was it 
that I burst into tears. It was like God himself 
was addressing me and telling me what to 
dedicate myself to from now on! 

SP : How did you decide to dedicate 
yourself to and engage in music creation ? 

CD CREATION

CD SILENT LIGHT

CD SKY DANCING

CD CREATION provides access to the 
deepest creative sources of one’s cosmic 

being in its manifold forms. 
It's a bridge between physical, 

energetic & subtler dimensions.

SILENT LIGHT o�ers puri�cation 
& contemplation in the original peace 

and silent light of our soul... 
From this pure light we can heal 

and recover in�nite capacities 
of our multidimensional being. 

With CD SKY DANCING, 
a�er being set �ee �om gravity 

and �om attachment to su�ering, 
we can �y towards transcendence 

and dance at the top of the pyramid. 

music is movement so I would rather take a deep 
breathand express gratitude for this purification 
while maintaining a continuous expanded state 
of consciousness and inner presence. Then, the 
unpleasant sensations would disappear as if by 
magic. Most of the time, inspiration would come 
to me, feeling it as a strong drive to go and play 
even before I touched the keyboard, then, I 
would feel a strong vibration taking hold of my 
being. As music unfolded under my fingers, my 
heart would beat faster, a « cold fire » would run 
into my veins, a fluid would rise all along my 
backbone, a powerfull energy  would encircle my 
head. It was a sort of trance state, but at the same 
time I was fully aware of my surroundings, 
instruments etc…  At other time, it was more 
laborious and I had to play for several hours to  
get free from stress or pressure!  I often had the 
feeling that I wasn't really playing and that music 
itself was playing me! These were extraordinary 
moments of unified, expanded consciousness 
when you realise there is no longer any causality, 
no more creator and creation but a sheer 
continuum. Real creation is renewing itself all 
the time and it’s not possible to create while 
taking the same  path twice. I was recording all 
my sessions because there was no question of 
reproducing them or bringing things under 
more control. The only appeal I made to myself 
was to “let go” and “play” in the true meaning of 
the term and becoming a child again.
I am aware that although I created this music, 
this music has transformed and recreated me.

SP : for how long have you been doing this 
work with music ? 

SP : When you compose your music, do 
you have a specific intention ?

JC :  That first experience in the music store  
dates from December 1984. Since then, I have  
gained certain experience... 
I have the feeling I tamed my inner creative 
power and that it doesn’t manifest quite in the 
same way as before. I am no longer frightened of 
it although I have the feeling that most people 
are afraid of the  creative source buried in the 
depth of their being, afraid of the “unknown” 
side of their being. 
When people resonate for the first time with 
sonic frequencies and tones that are totally new 
to their ears, they are generally frightened and 
they unconsciously interpret a new piece of 
information into something already familiar in 
order to self-protect.  For instance, in my CD 
Invisible Presence, when listening to Track 2, a 
number of people hear a voice say something to 
them and give them a piece of advice, yet, 
nobody is talking to them! In fact, they turn the 
sonic tones into information coming from their 
own subconscious mind, and then, they ask me 
why I put words in my music! 
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Photo 1 et 2 :
Le son rendu visible par le 

cymascope avec un extrait du 
CD RENAISSANCE 

Des images de la vibration sonore : Structure énergétique de la MMD analysée dans l’eau par       l

1 2
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JC : YES, I intend to heal, to transform, to harmonise, to 
become free and unify my inner being.  I don't say to myself :       
I shall create music for this or that specific purpose. My intention 
is global and the outcome also depends on my inner state, on the 
sonic forms  and on the synthesizer I am playing with. 
When I use percussive sounds, they hit the listener’s energy 
blockages and have the effect at the same time of making him 
aware of his blockages and to reharmonize. This process can be 
painful and a little bit disturbing at the time!  Traumatic memo-
ries, strong emotions and deep repressed feelings overburden 
most people’s subtle energy field. The only way to release them 
and free them from the subconscious state in which they have 
been stored is to bring them back into awareness and harmoni-
cally recycle them. Liquid sonic forms are more specifically 
meant to achieve this purpose in a gentle way. One could say 
that although I never learnt meditation I create music in a deep 
state of meditation, requiring energy flow and inner alignment, 
but it is more energetic and active than classical meditation. 
A few audio listeners reported to me that they had extraordinary 
experiences when, while listening to one of my CD’s, they 
suddenly felt their backbone straightening up just like if a 
chiropractor had manipulated their backbone with his hands! 

My CD’s are all different and some of them feel easier and 
some more difficult, but it also depends on the listener’s inner 
state of harmony or disharmony. 

JC :  When we are a number of people listening together, the impact 
of the music is considerably amplified. One can easily gain access to 
higher levels of consciousness because everyone's intention is 
directed at the same goal.  My role consists in orchestrating group 
energy and consciousness level alongside them and providing the 
group with specific music corresponding to the inner needs of 
participants. During the seminar I can answer people’s questions and 
give them some clues to their experiences and problems to solve. 
Also, when they spend a day or two in my company, people realise 
that I am accessible, open, simple and grounded!  Some people 
attend because they dare not start listening to the CD’s on their own. 
Other ones who already own all of my CD’s come because they want 
to train with me and go further in their evolutionary process.  Access 
to my seminars is open to all; there is no filter, no specific require-
ments, no grades. I believe that we are all connected and in many 
ways synchronized, and that the people who have signed up to be 
part of the seminar somehow get the timing and information about 
it just when they need it.  I let the universe express its own perfection, 
and, as if by chance, one week or three days before the seminar date 
the right people come across my website information!

JC :  There are several options and several different ways to listen 
to this music.  It’s all well explained on my website. I advise people 
to work at least with 2 CD's.  The first 4 CD's of my collection 
are powerful and enable one to perform a fundamental work. 
Most people tend to think that the first ones are easier to start with 
than the other ones but this is not true.  There is no linear progression 
- each CD is multidimensional and different from the next one.       
The next 3 CD’s facilitate access to subtler energy levels.  My CD 
HIGH SPACES works on a still higher octave.                       
Double CD INSPIRATION balances Yin AND Yang energy. 
CD RECONCILIATION proves to be deeply relaxing and 
harmonizing, it is also a heart opener. All of  this music is a sonic 
mirror of the present state of harmony or disharmony of the 
listener when he experiences it and that’s why everyone’s 
experience differs a lot. 

JC :  It’s all a question of sense, intuition and timing and in 
accordance with my own life evolution and creative process.  
I have created more CD's than the ones currently on the market. 
I use them during the workshops and seminars I give on a 
monthly basis, in Paris.

JC :  yes, of course one can listen to them alone, it was especially 
meant for that use. I want to provide people a personal tool of 
evolution so that they can train alone in their own setting instead 
of having to go to a therapist. In this way people realise that they 
can heal by themselves when in connection with their higher self 
and recover their own power through sheer resonance with this 
music. There is no linear progression between the different 
CD's. Each of them is multidimensional. Double CD UNITÉ 
was created in a period when I was more particularly aware of 
my own self-unification being in course and crucial to me. 

SP : Up to now, you have created eleven CDs. How did 
you manage to make a selection out of all your many 
compositions?

SP : Are your CDs meant to work with the listener while 
alone? Is there a specific order to be observed ? 

SP : What's the point of organizing seminars and 
workshops? 

SP : What is your advice to people who want to work 
with your CD’s ? 

Picture 1 and 2: 
sound made visible by 

the CYMASCOPE with 
CD RENAISSANCE 

Images of SONIC Energy structure of MULTIDIMENSIONAL MUSIC 
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JC :  with the wide experience I have now acquired, (remember that 
my first CD was released in 1991), I know that no adverse effect can 
occur, because the person’s inner wisdom is guiding the experience all 
along. Beside, in every one of my CD’s frequencies help the listener to 
keep grounded in the form of continuous underlying bass sounds that 
are especially designed to perform such grounding. One thing is sure 
though: it is imperative not to listen to this music while driving a 
vehicle. In the case when you are resonating with some disturbing 
memories, you may suddenly feel overwhelmed by this stuff and 
therefore not able to pay attention to your driving!
Remember that when listening to this music, you can be at the same 
time in different levels, in different dimensions and this is the real 
meaning of “multidimensional”.

How best to choose which CD to listen to?  You can follow indica-
tions provided on my website and on the booklet, or you can let 
yourself be guided by your own intuition which is what I warmly 
recommend.  You can make your choice by choosing 2 cards without 
looking at them and in direct vibrational connection with your own 
subconscious mind.  If you don’t have the set of cards I have created 
for that purpose, you can as well write the names of the CD’s on little 
piece of papers and choose papers in the same way, it works too!  
Before shuffling the cards, it’s better to relax and quiet your mind 
while asking yourself:  What are the 2 best CD’s for me to use in the 
moment? In this way the choice does not come from the conscious 
mind but from the depth of the subconscious and it always proves to 
be the right choice!  Another possibility is to listen to musical extracts 
of each CD on my website. While doing so you can have an 
immediate sensation of well-being or of feeling disturbed. Ideally you 
should choose the CD’s which makes you instantly feel well because 
it is something you that will nourish you but it is also strongly advised 
to choose the one you dislike most because it resonates with your own 
blockages and puts you in touch with unresolved emotional stuff.

Listening to this music through speakers will bring energy - informa-
tion in a more global way to the listener’s bio energetic field and the 
effect will better be felt in the physical dimension. 
I advise the listeners to try all the 3 different ways in order to explore 
their being and vary their experience. 

JC :  there are several ways to listen to the CD’s each way promotes a 
different experience.  The softest way  is to listen as background music 
while carrying on your present activity. In this way you will get a state 
of inner clarity without effort, presence and creativity without effort. 
Another more powerful way to listen to this music is to use headpho-
nes, and focus your awareness and intention on the music and your 
sensations. In this way, your nervous system is directly solicited and 
energy waveforms are precisely directed to the dimension in need of 
harmonizing. 

JC :  I recommend training along a one-hour session, at least several 
times a week. Some people take daily sessions with the music.  If you 
listen to it with headphones, you get an immediate effect. You feel the 
energy move in your body and in your brain hemispheres. You also 
may feel your chakras opening or pressurized or your acupuncture 
points waking up. 
When people are in a state of emotional disturbance and listen from 
one day to the next to the same CD, they won’t hear the same music 
because their “inner resonance” differs from one session to the other as 
they harmonize more and more along the way. People can gradually 
hear and perceive certain frequencies they were unable to hear before 
due to the release of their emotional stuff. The challenge is to reach a 
state in which  you are no longer disturbed and can recognize you are 
listening to the same music and that you feel at ease and experience 
inner joy and achieve a relaxed state. 
Self-healing is the exercise you are discovering all along through 
emotional harmonizing and with energy blockages dissolving. 
Reaching inner harmony and energy flow prevents physical illness, as 
most of our physical problems are the outcome of a long accumula-
tion of repressed emotional stuff, stress and anxiety. 
A lot of people have been storing up anger and they deny it. If so, 
when listening to multidimensional music, they will perceive this 
music as aggressive as they are being consciously reconnected with 
their own subconscious repressed anger, in order to release it and heal. 
In such cases, I recommend to keep on listening until the emotional 
field is at peace. One is aware of this change when one can perceive the 
piece of music one felt aggressive before as a beautiful, peaceful and 
harmonious piece of music now. 
Among a lot of testimonials people can read on my website here is that 
of a woman who used to keep a record of her listening sessions with 
my CD INVISIBLE PRESENCE and she used to draw figures and 
describe her sensations, ideas, images, perceptions, pains etc… 
In the initial responses to her sessions, she used to see images of 
monstrous beings and she felt terrorised. After a certain time, her 
monsters turned into human faces bearing no specific emotion, until 
she finally could see images of loving faces on her inner screen. She 
manifested the perfect image of her own transformation and of the 
new relationship of self-esteem and love she started with herself.

SP : If someone works alone at home can there be any 
possible disturbing effect, a tendency to escape from reality ? 

SP : When and how should one listen to your music ? 

SP : is it necessary to listen many times to the same CD?

Picture 3 and 4: Sound made visible 
by the CYMASCOPE with 
CD SKY DANCING.

analysed in water by John Stuart Reid on the CYMASCOPE  (www.cymascope.com)
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JC :  It’s time to stop listening when the audio 
listener no longer gets any effect or tangible 
benefit from the music. But the work is not 
yet over as it takes a longer time for a deep 
and integration of the benefits arising from 
stable emotional balance and deep inner 
self-acceptance and harmony. 

Several years later, electro encephalograms 
done in Russia while listening to the music 
showed another powerful action on brain 
waves: Alpha, Theta and Delta brainwaves.
These very interesting developments followed 
my encounter with a Russian researcher in 
consciousness during a congress in Lisbon. 
After having experienced my music, this man 
facilitated my connection with Professor 
VALUEV from Russian academy of sciences 
who had the perfect equipment and 
knowledge to conduct the brain wave measu-
rements, in his highly specialized institute in 
Moscow. The results obtained explain and 
clearly show why the listeners have non 
ordinary experiences of consciousness when 
listening to the CD's due to specific ALPHA, 
THETA and DELTA frequencies present in 
the music naturally produced by my brain 
during the creation of this music. 
Another experiment conducted by Dr 
KAZAKOV demonstrated the regulating 
effect of it on “chakras” (energy centres).
It was shown that after three minutes of 
listening only, a new balance appeared in the 
Chakras. (Further Detailed information is 
available on my website). 
Thanks to scientific experiments and measu-
rements, the value of my research and 
creation has been validated and I have been 
better able to explain the aim and specificity 
of my work. 
I would love to introduce it on a wider scale 
in schools in order to facilitate learning and 
help children who are more and more disper-
sed and lacking focussed attention. A few 
teachers have already taken individual  
actions and obtain satisfactory results with 
Multidimensional music during stressful 
exams periods and as a way to facilitate 
respect, attention and peace in the classroom.
I hope it becomes one day a better-known 
tool of education and evolution in the 
broadest sense of the term, a fast track to 
stimulate intelligence, creativity, presence and 
attention. When used at an early age it is both 
easy to use and efficient. 
An interview conducted 
by Marie-Hélène COURTAT.

JC :  yes of course, I answer to emails and 
letters. I help people to  better understand 
what is going on during their self-healing 
process. Those who write to me often are 
people who had huge problems and an 
uneasy time with the music in the beginning, 
and who have finally been successful in their 
deep reharmonizing process. 
One of the most extraordinary testimonials I 
received was that of a woman who was unable 
to become pregnant for several years and did 
not want to undertake a conventional 
medical treatment for the problem. 
After a year and a half of deep listening  to my 
CD’s and recycling her traumatic memories 
and deep emotional unbalance and with my 
guidance alongside, she finally gave birth to a 
little girl who really is, in her view,  multidi-
mensional music daughter! She was so 
thankful and grateful to me to help her give 
birth and become a mother! 

JC :  Yes and I wish to point out that the 
different scientific measurements that were 
conducted were done after the music had 
been created.  A string of synchronistic events 
led me to meet a number of people interested 
in the effects of my music. One professor 
Régis DUTHEIL, a scientist, physicist and 
physician who wrote « Superluminal man » 
and « Superluminal medicine », a book in 
which he presents his views on a new kind of 
medicine and dedicates a chapter of his book 
to my research and quotes it as  “A new 
medicine for the XXI st century”. This man 
understood straightaway the link between my 
work and quantum physics and he helped 
putting me in touch with a Biologist who 
conducted the analysis of blood composition: 
“before” and “after” one hour of listening to 
my music. The effect of this music on blood 
cells was clearly showed: a quick shift of the 
oxygen level in the blood and of haemoglobin 
level and a “neg-entropic”, ordering effect in 
cellular communication. 

SP: I suppose that at some point you don't 
need to listen to the CD’s any longer ? 

SP : do you follow up with the people 
who have bought your CD’s ? 

SP : Has multidimensional music been 
sujbected to scientific analysis ? 

For further information regarding the 
research, the seminars, the CD’s, please 

VISIT THE WEBSITE 
www.multidimensionalmusic.com

Contact : 
jacotte@

multidimensionalmusic.com 
Tél : +33 6 60 90 12 54

CD RECONCILIATION

CD HIGH SPACES

CD INSPIRATION

�is CD has a calming e�ect on young 
children,  nervous pupils 

and anxious students. 
It is an e�cient tool for intellectual work 

and psychic concentration. 
In periods of insomnia, listening to 

RECONCILIATION at a low volume 
contributes to calm the mind 
and to ease a restorative sleep. 

RECONCILIATION restores 
self-esteem and favours a new vision of 

oneself as the true creator of one’s own life. 

INSPIRATION box set includes 2 CD’s 
INSPIRATION & ASCENSION, 
the �rst one is �lled with subtle YIN 

energy and the second one with cosmic 
YANG energy. 

�is box set is aimed at balancing both 
energies and inducing inspiration, 

creativity and access to higher 
spirituality.

CD HIGH SPACES has been specially 
designed to activate information that 
remains buried in our subconscious 

& in the “virtual or mute” 
segments of our DNA...

Its purpose is the development 
of “latent potential”. 

It is a high level CD introducing the 
listener to a higher level of vibration. 


